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1-Day Tour in Versailles 
 

October the 3rd 

Based on 10 pax 



Our Clients 



 

• Cultural and 
artistic heritage 

 
10 persons 

October the 3rd  
 

1-Day tour 
French “Art de vivre et 

Savoir-Faire” 

1-DAY TOUR 2015 

PARIS 



Exclusive tour of the « inner Versailles » 

The Château de Versailles, which has been on UNESCO’s World Heritage List for 30 years, is one of the 
most beautiful achievements of 18th century French art.  

Each of the three French kings who lived there until the French Revolution added improvements to 
make it more beautiful. The Hall of Mirrors, the King’s Grand Apartments, Kings bedchamber, 
sumptuous gardens with its huge fountains… To discover the Versailles Estate in all its glory (with 
Trianon Palaces and Marie-Antoinette’s Estate), but also the Versailles life with its wealthy city center, 
we recommend to you a full day guided tour to take time to enjoy all these treasures.  

Our suggestion: to visit the Château on the afternoon, you will enjoy better your private visit, with fewer 
visitors, and to explore the heart of the city on the morning. Your dedicated expert private guide selects 
exclusively for you some nice addresses designed to your interests and expectations: gourmet places 
such as the famous charming covered market, “Les Halles de Notre-Dame”, nice pastries and bakeries 
with delicious chocolate “grand cru”, macaroons, “caramel beurre salé”, a charming delicatessen with 
various regional French products… Fashion shops with vintage boutique, some young designer creation, 
a typical French “boutique de décoration”, shops for kids, art gallery with a selection of contemporary 
artists (painters, sculptors and photographers), art and crafts, antique dealers, etc…  

Last but not least, discovering the newest place in Versailles with the court of scents, which has just 
opened! The privilege of this exclusive tour of the “inner Versailles”: you learn about the history of the 
city, discover beautiful mansions and architecture while visiting the boutiques. You also meet the 
shopkeepers, Versailles inhabitants and talk with them about their know-how and lifestyle. 

Experience this unforgettable and unique experience, full of emotions, encounters and discoveries! 



PROPOSITION TARIFAIRE 
(basis on 10 persons, unless specified the price do not include tips, porterage, entrances, insurance) 

 
 

                                                  OUR OFFER 

1-Day Tour 

+ Visit of the artistic and cultural heritage of Versailles 
+ English guide All Day 

+ Visit of the Château de Versailles (Entrance ticket included) 
+ several tastings 

Price in Euros  
VAT included 

 
 

118€ per person 
 
 



 

+ 33 (0)6 24 56 17 25 
 

 

 

laure.valentin@proevasion.com 
Pro Evasion™ 

46-48 RUE RENE CLAIR 
75018 PARIS - FRANCE 

CONTACT PERSON 

Laure VALENTIN 


